# POINTS SUMMARY FORM

## CANDIDATE DATE

### SCENE MANAGEMENT

1. Scene survey and safety considerations
2. Situation report
3. Direction of team members
4. Interactions with patient, FR, and bystanders

Total

### PATIENT ASSESSMENT

1. Perform a rapid initial assessment
2. Correctly identify MOI/NOI
3. Perform appropriate physical exam
4. Correctly makes a transport decision
5. Correctly treats identified patient problems

Total

### AIRWAY MAINTENANCE

1. Airway control

Total

### CIRCULATORY

1. IV therapy

Total

### MEDICATIONS/MEDICAL COMMAND

1. Medications

Total

### REPORT FORM DOCUMENTATION/COMMUNICATIONS

1. Run sheet documentation
2. Communications with hospital

Total

### EGK INTERPRETATION

1. Read and interpret EKG’s

Total

### GRAND TOTAL SCORE FOR PRECEPTED SKILLS
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